Semiquantitative human cerebral perfusion assessment with ultrasound in brain space-occupying lesions: preliminary data.
Transcranial Duplex ultrasound imaging with ultrasound contrast agents is an emerging technique for evaluating brain perfusion. The aim of this study was to evaluate cerebral perfusion with ultrasound in brain space-occupying lesions to identify different perfusion patterns. Twenty patients with brain space-occupying lesions underwent ultrasound assessment of brain perfusion with a contrast pulse sequencing nonharmonic ultrasound technique and an ultrasound contrast agent bolus. Data were analyzed with software for semiquantitative analysis. Contrast pulse sequencing imaging with the semiquantitative analysis software allowed identification of qualitative and semiquantitative brain perfusion. Brain hemorrhages showed lower or absent perfusion compared with normal tissue. Meningiomas and glioblastomas without large necrotic areas showed higher perfusion compared with normal tissue. Glioblastomas with large necrotic areas showed overall reduced perfusion compared with normal tissue but higher than that of brain hemorrhages. In glioblastomas with large necrotic areas, it was possible to distinguish between solid and necrotic tissue. This bedside ultrasound technique, if validated by larger-scale studies, may add helpful information in noninvasive staging of brain tumors. Further potential applications may be in follow-up imaging to evaluate postoperative tumor recurrence or the presence of radionecrosis.